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1 (a) How reliable is Dinesh Patel’s statement?  Justify your answer. [3] 
 
3 marks: strong, relevant answer with clear focus on Dinesh Patel’s statement. 
2 marks: reasonable answer (which may focus on the credibility of DP with little or no 

mention of the statement) 
1 mark: weak answer/inconclusive point or points which might have some relevance to the 

reliability of the statement. 
 
Indicative content 
Patel makes a number of claims.  Candidates can gain full marks by considering just one of 
these claims.  The claims are: 

• A transaction between the Patels and Merchant did actually take place. 

• Mrs Merchant is seeking revenge (through a negative portrayal in the TV series). 

• The deal fell through because the Patels’ client sold to another buyer. 

• His business is suffering as a result of Mrs Merchant’s portrayal of the Patels in the TV 
series. 

 
Points of evaluation that could be made include: 

• The emails in Source D suggest a transaction did take place therefore this claim has 
some reliability. 

• The emails also suggest Mrs Merchant may be angry enough to seek revenge therefore 
this claim has some reliability. 

• Patel has vested interest to present himself in a positive light – this means his account of 
why the deal fell through is unreliable. 

• Patel cannot be sure his business is suffering as a result of the supposed negative 
portrayal therefore this claim is unreliable. 

 
Candidates who consider the whole of Patel’s statement may note an inconsistency between 
his account of what happened and his claim Mrs Merchant is seeking revenge.  It is difficult 
to see why Mrs Merchant is so angry with the Patels if they acted as blamelessly as Patel 
claims. 
 
Guidelines 
Give 1 mark for each valid point made (e.g. judgment, reason, explanation).   
e.g. Patel’s account of why the deal fell through is unreliable (1) he has a vested interest (1).  
He would want present himself in a favourable light and play down any bad behaviour on 
their part (1). 
 
Candidates who do not make an explicit judgement should not get this mark. [Max 3] 
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 (b) How useful is the statement from Arundhati Merchant’s lawyers in helping to decide 
what happened in this situation?  Justify your answer. [3] 
 
3 marks: strong, relevant answer focussed on the usefulness of the statement from the 

lawyers in helping to decide what happened in this situation. 
2 marks: reasonable answer which refers to the general usefulness of the statement. 
1 mark: weak answer/inconclusive point or points which might be used to comment on the 

situation. 
 
Indicative content 
Not very useful.  Mrs Merchant’s lawyers would say she had no memory of working with Mr 
and Mrs Patel, even if she did, in order to protect her interests.  So this is just a defensive 
comment which does not allow us to judge the truth of the matter.  
 
The lack of substance in the statement is also reinforced by its inconsistency with 
Mrs Merchant’s emails which suggest it is not a matter she would readily forget. 
 
Whether she now owns property in Australia is irrelevant to the question of what happened in 
her dealings with the Patels. 
 
Candidates may focus on the lawyers rather than their statement.  This should not be 
penalised.  Also, it is possible to suggest their statement is useful in exposing the 
inconsistency between their statement and Mrs Merchant’s emails. 
 
Guidelines 
Give 1 mark for each valid point made (e.g. judgment, reason, explanation).   [Max 3] 

 
 
 (c) How probable is it that this television programme and the websites have actually 

damaged Dinesh and Amrita Patel’s business?  Justify your answer. [3] 
 
3 marks: strong, relevant answer focussed on the probability of this television programme 

and the websites having damaged the Patels’ business, with some subtlety of 
understanding that ‘it depends on…’. 

2 marks: reasonable answer which relates to the link between the programme and the 
business but may overstate the case. 

1 mark: weak answer/inconclusive point or points which might be used to comment on the 
link between the programme and the business. 

 
This depends on a number of things.  For example, it depends on how the characters in the 
TV programme are presented.  It depends on the presentation on the website – is it clear that 
this is part of a fictional world, or is it presented almost like fact? If it is presented clearly as 
part of a TV programme and fiction, it is less likely that intelligent adults will confuse it with 
real people and take their business elsewhere.  It depends on whether a customer looking up 
the name of Dinesh and Amrita Patel’s company would find this site, or only people looking 
up their names.  
 
It also depends on other factors.  Mr Patel says that their business is doing badly, but this 
may be related to general problems in the world which have had an effect on property. 
 
Credit appropriate answers.  Limit to max of 2 if one-sided. [Max 3] 
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 (d) How likely is it that Arundhati Merchant deliberately used Dinesh and Amrita Patel’s 
names for unpleasant characters as revenge for a property deal that went wrong? 
Support your answer with critical reference to the evidence and a consideration of the 
plausibility of different courses of events. [6] 
 
Generic 

Level 3 
5–6 marks 

A strong answer, which provides a reasoned argument including thorough 
evaluation of the evidence to support an acceptable conclusion in terms of 
probability and evaluates the plausibility of at least one different possible 
course of events. 

Level 2 
3–4 marks 

A reasonable answer, which evaluates the evidence, draws an acceptable 
conclusion in terms of probability and may mention the plausibility of at least 
one different course of events. 

Level 1 
1–2 marks 

A weak answer, which refers to the evidence, possibly including a simple 
evaluative comment.  The conclusion may be unstated or over-stated. 

Level 0 
0 marks 

No credit-worthy material. 

 
  [Max 6] 
 
Note: Evaluation of evidence includes (but is not limited to) a consideration of the limits of the 
evidence we have and suggestions of what other evidence might be useful. 
 
Indicative content 
It seems fairly implausible that someone would use people’s name as revenge after five 
years, unless there was some very dodgy dealing or a huge personal slight.  On the other 
hand, it also seems to be a fairly high coincidence that a writer should accidentally use the 
names of people she had had unpleasant dealings with, however common.  Surely it would 
be normal to avoid real names and fictionalise?  However, it is just about plausible that the 
author used the names accidentally – influenced by having worked with these people at a 
subconscious level.  Patel is a very common surname, so it’s just possible. 
 
Our judgement depends on how much weight we give to the email from Merchant to her 
daughter saying that she can never forgive such a slight.  If it was written in anger it may 
have been an exaggeration, easily forgotten.  Or, if Merchant holds a grudge for a long time, 
this email would have more weight. 
 
We would also need to know more about what actually happened in the property dispute, 
and whether the property dealers did play a significant or deceptive role.  Was there, for 
example, a law relating to land purchase by non-nationals, which the property dealers should 
have mentioned to Merchant?  If they were deceitful or negligent, Merchant might have more 
grounds for taking revenge than if the property owner was at fault.  It is very difficult to judge 
this as most of the evidence we have is from the very biased Patels. 
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2 (a) “According to the UN, the world population in 2050 will be 9.1 billion.” (Source A).  
Suggest one factor that might affect the accuracy of this prediction.  Explain your 
answer. [3] 
 
Suggestion:  
1 mark. 
 
Explanation: 
2 marks – reasonable, relevant explanation. 
1 mark – some explanation.  
 
1 mark per factor as follows: 

• Resources running out faster than predicted 

• Medical advances 

• Decline in birth rate 

• Government intervention 

• Natural or other disaster/disease  

• The original data may have been collected badly/inaccurately 
 
Up to 2 marks per explanation as follows: 

• If resources run out faster than predicted then population may be wiped out through 
conflict/famine meaning the prediction is an overestimate. 

• Medical advances may decrease the death rate even further/faster meaning the 
prediction is an underestimate. 

• People may take action to reduce the number of children they have and/or some natural 
cause meaning the prediction is an overestimate. 

• Government action to reduce (or possible, in some countries increase) birth rate could 
mean either an over or an underestimate. 

• Some natural disaster/disease may wipe out large numbers of the population meaning 
the prediction is an overestimate. 

• Any prediction based on incorrect data will therefore also be inaccurate. [Max 3] 
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 (b) “If we don’t act soon, the natural resources we all depend on will disappear.” 
Source B.  How reasonable is this claim? Justify your answer. [3] 
 
3 marks: strong, relevant answer focussed on the reasonableness of the claim. 
2 marks: reasonable answer  
1 mark: weak answer/inconclusive point or points 
 
Allocate marks as indicated below.  Max 2 marks if one-sided. 
 
Reasonable up to a point because many of the resources we depend upon (e.g. oil) are finite 
and must therefore logically disappear at some point (1 mark).  Also, the claim is qualified by 
‘if we don’t act soon…’ which makes it more reasonable as some action is clearly needed to 
protect natural resources from increasing demand (1 mark). 
 
However claim not entirely reasonable because it is more likely resources will get rare and/or 
expensive rather than completely disappear (1 mark).  Also there are renewable natural 
resources (e.g. timber) which may substitute for the finite resources (1 mark).  
 
Candidates could also take issue with the reference to resources ‘we all depend on’ as 
arguably they may be some people living simpler forms of life which do not require things like 
oil (1 mark). 
 
If candidates deal with the quote in the Source which uses the expression ‘vanishes’ they 
should be given credit for pointing out that resources are unlikely to get used up as rapidly as 
this expression implies (1 mark).  If they see an implication of sudden disappearance in the 
word ‘disappears’ they should also get credit (1 mark), as these words may be seen to be 
interchangeable. 
 
Candidates cannot get credit for simply saying something like ‘government action such as 
rationing may stop resources from disappearing’ because the statement is qualified by ‘if we 
don’t act soon…’. [Max 3] 

 
 
 (c) “The world’s resources are like a cake.” (Source C).  How effective is this analogy?  

Justify your answer. [3] 
 
3 marks: strong, relevant answer focussed on the effectiveness of the analogy. 
2 marks: reasonable answer which makes a point of similarity/difference between the 

world’s resources and a cake. 
1 mark: weak answer/inconclusive point or points which might be used to comment on the 

analogy. 
 
The analogy is quite effective but relies on the cake staying the same size.  This may be true 
of water, but technological changes may affect the size of the food and energy cakes.  So we 
may be able to grow more food to go round. 
 
Balance needed for 3 marks. [Max 3] 
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 (d) Should controlling population growth be a top priority for world leaders?  Write a 
short, reasoned argument to support your conclusion, using and evaluating the 
information provided in Sources A to C. [6] 
 
Focus on ‘top priority’ – there is some evidence that it needs to be a priority. 
Focus on ‘world leaders’ – should it be world leaders who control population growth or 
individuals? 
 
Much of the information given in Sources A and B is based on predictions.  These are 
predictions from a reliable source but may nevertheless be inaccurate as they depend on so 
many factors (as discussed in part (a)).  If these predictions are accurate then controlling 
population ought to be a high priority.  However, some of the reasoning done on the basis of 
these predictions is a little weak, such as the suggestion that resources will vanish.  And we 
would need to consider other priorities in order to decide which is the top priority. 
 
There is also the question of whether controlling population growth should be an issue for 
world leaders or individuals.  Even if we leave actual decisions to individuals, there is 
perhaps a role for governments/leaders to persuade us (via campaigns) to have fewer 
children.  It seems that direct action by governments is effective (China). 
 
Candidates need to cover both ‘top priority and ‘world leaders’ aspects to get into top band.  
However this is not a sufficient condition for inclusion in this band. 

 

Level 3 
5–6 marks 

A strong, reasoned argument, which uses and evaluates all or most of the 
evidence provided. 

Level 2 
3–4 marks 

A reasonable, simple argument, which uses and/or evaluates evidence. 

Level 1 
1–2 marks 

A weak answer, which makes some reference to evidence but consists of 
opinion and/or assertion rather than argument 
or a weak argument, which makes no reference to evidence. 

Level 0 
0 marks 

No credit-worthy material. 

 
NOTE: Evaluation might include consideration of the credibility of the source, the support 
given by evidence to conclusions drawn, implications of the evidence and/or the likeliness of 
particular consequences. [Max 6] 
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3 (a) Identify the main conclusion. [1] 
 
We should actively promote the use of English. 
 
1 mark. [Max 1] 

 
 
 (b) Identify three reasons given to support the conclusion. [3] 
 

• There are many advantages to having one world language. 

• Using just one language to communicate is efficient. 

• Science also gains from the use of a shared language.  

• If we educate as many children as possible in English, soon everyone will have access 
to English and all its benefits.  

• English will not replace this (i.e. native language/language of the heart) but merely add 
to it. 

 
Any three: 1 mark each. [Max 3] 

 
 
 (c) Evaluate the reasoning in the argument.  In your answer you could consider any 

strengths, weaknesses, flaws and unstated assumptions. [6] 
 

Level 3 
5–6 marks 

Evaluation of strength of argument with critical reference to strength/ 
weakness, including some of: flaws, support given by reasons to intermediate 
conclusions, use of evidence, inconsistency, analogies, assumptions. 

Level 2 
3–4 marks 

Some evaluative comments referring to strength/weakness including one or 
more of: flaws, support given by reasons to intermediate conclusions, use of 
evidence, inconsistency, analogies, assumptions. 
Maximum 3 marks for relevant counter-argument only. 

Level 1 
1–2 marks 

Discussion of or disagreement with the argument/reasons/evidence. 

Level 0 
0 marks 

No relevant comments. 

 
Note that candidates who quote ‘assumptions’ from the text have misunderstood the nature 
of an assumption, which must be an unstated gap in the argument.  However, candidates 
may be credited for evaluative comments which are made about reasoning misidentified as 
assumptions. 
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Indicative content 
The argument doesn’t really answer the points raised in the counter argument in the first 
paragraph, it just lists advantages.  This means that it doesn’t really show that we should 
promote English.  Whilst the argument puts forward several reasons to support the 
conclusion, it fails to consider disadvantages of promoting the use of English which may 
outweigh these advantages and lead us to conclude that, on balance, we should not promote 
the use of English. 
 
It is difficult to assess whether the advantages are as great as the author maintains. 
 
The examples are poor, not always showing what is intended.  E.g. Spain example. 
 
There is an assumption that the duplication of scientific experiment is a bad thing.  It may be 
that such duplication guards against errors etc. 
 
One cannot conclude that English will merely add and not replace local language from the 
premise that it does not need to replace local language.  There may be a number of reasons 
why this will happen even if it is not inevitable. [Max 6] 

 
 
 (d) “It is important to encourage films, songs and books in local languages.”  Write your 

own argument to support this claim. [5] 
 

Level 3 
4–5 marks 

Developed, coherent argument.  Reasons strongly support conclusion.  
Development may include intermediate conclusion or apt examples. 
Simply structured argument 4 marks.  Effective use of IC 5 marks. 

Level 2 
2–3 marks 

A simple argument.  One reason + conclusion 2 marks.   
Two or more separate reasons + conclusion 3 marks. 

Level 1 
1 mark 

Some relevant comment. 

Level 0 
0 marks 

No relevant comment. 

 
Maximum level 2 if conclusion is clearly implied but not stated or the wrong conclusion is 
supported. [Max 5] 
 
Indicative content 
Local languages are important because they express different ways of thinking about the 
world.  Promoting films, songs and books in local languages shows people that they are 
important and therefore makes people take them seriously.  It also exposes people to the 
world views contained in these languages, and therefore maintains cultural diversity.  It is 
therefore important to encourage songs, films and books in local languages.  
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